The ongoing focus in speech technology research on machine learning based approaches leaves the community hungry for data. However, datasets tend to be recorded once and then released, sometimes behind registration requirements or paywalls. In this paper we describe our Living Audio Dataset. The aim is to provide audio data that is in the public domain, multilingual, and expandable by communities. We discuss the role of linguistic resources, given the success of systems such as Tacotron which use direct text-to-speech mappings, and consider how data provenance could be built into such resources. So far the data has been collected for TTS purposes, however, it is also suitable for ASR. At the time of publication audio resources already exist for Dutch, R.P. English, Irish, and Russian
Introduction
In the modern era of TTS research the focus has primarily been on machine learning approaches, either using parametric systems such as Merlin [1] and Idlak [2] , or directly predicting waveforms as in Wavenet [3] . In the context of TTS, machine learning relies on 'ground truth' data to be trained. Even older machine learning techniques such as HMMs in HTS [4] or MaryTTS [5] need sufficient data to create models. This data requirement is no less true for speech recognition.
In this dataset we wish to involve non-technical communities in building the resources, particularly those communities where minority languages or non-standard accents are spoken. For example while there is an abundance of audio data available for English, none is available for the variety of English spoken on Bere Island (Ireland). Developing language resources for an island with a population of less than 200 people is not practical in most circumstances. However, if the right tools are available for the community to record the data themselves this opens up avenues for regional data to be collected. By providing not only the data but also a corresponding set of tools we aim to crowd build the dataset with communities which stand to gain from having access to more language resources and the technological outputs that follow from such efforts. Note that this is in contrast to crowd sourcing, which implies top-down data gathering, such as might be performed by a research team evaluating a bespoke spoken language technology application.
We not only want to include communities in building a repository of spoken language data, we also aim to improve ex-isting language resources, such as pronunciation lexicons, normalisation rules, and the provision of text corpora. While it is not yet clear how to build the tools for non-experts, by providing a basic format we can start the data gathering process. By establishing a flexible format, many different methods can be trialled for collecting language resources, whose data may be utilised regardless of whether the crowd building effort gains traction.
Recently, powerful machine learning approaches to speech synthesis and speech recognition have called into question the value of linguistic resources such as pronunciation lexicons. In such cases, NLP practitioners often opt for a graphemes-only approach (or even Unicode byte strings) to train systems and implicitly derive underlying phonemic representations, with the logic that "such a system alleviates the need for laborious feature engineering, which may involve heuristics and brittle design choices" [6] . Other state-of-the-art systems, such as Tacotron, opt for text-audio pairs as input [6] . While producing good results, these systems require vast amounts of training data for deriving phonemic representations, and fixing incorrectly generated pronunciations can be difficult.
Without diminishing the utility of these systems, we argue that low resource languages are best addressed through a combination of machine learning and crowd building approaches. Moreover, linguistic resources such as pronunciation lexicons offer a relatively straightforward means of updating, correcting and adding pronunciations, and dealing with loan words, irregular pronunciation, invented words, and named entities. Within this context, letter-to-sound (LTS) conversion offers a robust means of handling out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, while simple hands-on procedures for correcting or adding lexical entries are regarded as an explicit design feature.
The Living Audio Dataset (LADs) is by no means the first of its kind, however many alternative resources have significant barriers [7] . Some, such as TIMIT [8] , are not suitable for TTS as there are not enough recordings of each speaker. Others, such as the data used in Blizzard challenges [9] , have not been released into the public domain, or lack uniform file formats across languages [10] . Even recent crowd sourcing efforts continue to remain under the control of the researcher, instead of allowing the corpus to transform and grow through a process of commons-based peer production [11] . The predominate existing datasets used by TTS researchers -LJ speech [12] and CMU Arctic [13] -are static.
In contrast, LADs offers a platform for continuous expan-sion of the available audio data that can be used for any purpose. Additionally, unlike most corpora, LADs has publicly available and maintainable documentation focusing on its exploitation [7] , enabling individuals and communities to expand the dataset without necessarily requiring the actions of a researcher to initiate data gathering. Currently the dataset contains lexicons, recording scripts and audio data for Dutch, R.P. accented English, Irish, and Russian. These resources have been curated and collected in professional recording studios by both language experts and Masters level students. The language resources and audio are both in the public domain. The language resources which were created for use with the Idlak TTS system can be found in the Idlak GitHub repository. The audio data and recording scripts are maintained in the LADs repository.
Treating language resources (audio, lexicons, text corpora) as dynamic rather than static requires a change of practice. Currently it is difficult to even find corpora, though efforts have been made to try and address this [7, 14] , while typically only annotations and tools are regards as changeable [15] . This presents us with a challenge. Fortunately, researchers and engineers working in so-called big data have already begun addressing issues such as data heterogeneity and inconsistency and incompleteness (see [16] for an introduction). A key concept in building dynamic languages resources is the provenance or origin of the new or edited information. The ability to rapidly generate a new pronunciation lexicon using a tried and tested letter-to-sound (LTS) system offers an important means of bootstrapping languages. When that lexicon is shared and crowd building is used to improve entries, its provenance becomes important for establishing trust in the information. For example one is likely to have more faith in pronunciations that have been hand-annotated by an L1 expert over those generated by an LTS system.
In the sections that follow we describe the types of resources are currently available as part of LADs and how they were gathered. We then discuss how the dataset can be augmented, expanding the existing set of tools for creating new languages and reaching out to new speakers. Finally, we describe how the dataset and tools can be accessed.
Current resources 2.1. Language resources
The first stage in creating language resources for systems that aim to convert text into speech or speech into text is to collect some text. This is more problematic than it might seem due to copyright barriers and the fact that public domain texts are often archaic or technical. A good starting text corpus provides a critical resource for determining word frequency, likely normalisation issues, examples of homographs and abbreviations, and so on. By taking the top most frequent 30k words, one can establish a reasonable basis for bootstrapping a pronunciation lexicon. For TTS it is also the best means for generating a recording script to collect audio data.
Pronunciation lexicons are accent-specific. A variety of approaches have been used to build lexicons. Generally, anything goes for bootstrapping a lexicon, from applying open-source LTS rules, to seed lexicons composed of high-frequency entries together with machine learning LTS approaches, to the use of open resources such as Wiktionary 1 . Our lexicons use the 1 https://www.wiktionary.org/ [2] which are based on the those developed by CereProc Ltd. for their commercial TTS system. For this dataset we have created phonetically balanced recording scripts using modern language sources. The Dutch, English, and Russian scripts were generated from Wikipedia articles. The Irish script was generated from the Corpas na Gaeilge Comhaimseartha (Corpus of Contemporary Irish) [17] . The Romanian script was developed using the The SWARA Speech Corpus [18] . Not all accents have unique recording scripts. However, in most cases using a recording script from a different accent will still produce audio with good phonetic coverage. Table 1 shows the languages and accents currently maintained in LADs and which resources are available for each.
Audio
The audio data breakdown at the time of writing is given in Table 2 . Speaker-specific versions of the recording script in SSML are available for overriding pronunciations if needed. As this is a living dataset, additional audio and languages may be added. The README accompanying the dataset will be kept up-todate with this information. With the exception of the RP English speaker who was a paid actor, the data recorded so far has been collected from volunteers in Edinburgh without a casting processes [19] .
Collecting new data
The current section describes how to create new resources within LADs. It is divided into language resources and speakers. The process of starting a new language does require more expertise than recording new speakers, however, we have developed more tools for assisting in language resource creation (see Section 3.3). The entire process is summarised in Figure 1 .
New languages and accents
LADs uses ISO-639-1 two-letter language codes.There is no standardised list of accent codes so it is left to contributors to adopt their own. Like the language codes, the accent codes are also composed of two letters, which may overlap with language codes provided they are unique within a language.
The first step in developing for a new language is creating or finding a corpus of text. If you are creating a new corpus and copyright allows, there is a format for uploading text sources to the dataset. A text corpus allows you to build a word frequency list. The word frequency list then forms the basis of the lexicon. As indicated one possible source of text data is Wikipedia, for which there are tools for downloading text-based content into corpora. Wikipedia should be used with caution, as some languages may only have very short articles or articles not written by fluent users of the language.
A speech synthesis phoneset has different requirements from that used in traditional linguistic descriptions. Often allophonic variation can be handled by the synthesis system with- out specific phones to represent these alternate sounds. Legacy and commercial TTS systems may be happy to share a phoneset for a language, and it is better to use one that has proven appropriate in the past. Once the lexicon takes shape LTS rules or models can be trained. For existing lexicons we have used Phonetisaurus [20] for the LTS training. Our experience is that at least 1,000 words are necessary to create an initial LTS model using Phonetisaurus. The lexicon can be further bootstrapped using a combination of Wiktionary and the tools described in Section 3.3. A Wiktionary generated lexicon will have errors and need to be corrected by a speaker of the language. Using the lexicon, LTS rules and text corpus, the recording script can be generated. There are a few issues with recording scripts that should be considered: firstly they should have complete phonetic coverage, preferably in many contexts (e.g. word / phrase initial and final positions); secondly the utterances should be easy to read and not too long; and thirdly they should be in the language of the recording script. We have provided a tool (described in Section 3.3) that can parse LADs text corpus format and generate a new recording script. However, it still needs to be manually edited to ensure it meets the requirements above. For example, while LTS rules will perform reasonably well at handling unusual phoneme combinations and outputting the names of the Polish football team players, it will not be easy for a non-Polish speaker to correctly pronounce them.
One requirement of the recording script is that it must be fully normalised. In other words all numbers must be written out as words, and acronyms must be expanded into separate uppercase letters. It is also encouraged that all words in the recording script be added into the lexicon, even if the LTS rules correctly predict them. It is very important to perform a manual check of these entries to avoid variability in how these acronyms are expanded. An example from the General American English recording clearly shows this normalisation: <fileid id="z0001 015"> To eight thirty P M.
< /fileid>
The file identifiers are given in the recording script with the fileid property. This is how audio files will be identified. The fileids follow a fixed pattern: first is a single lowercase ASCII letter, denoting the genre (speaking style, purpose or source type). For instance, z is used for phonetic coverage, q represents questions, and n indicates that the corresponding content has been sourced from news feeds. This is followed by a four-digit, zero-padded number, used to create groups within a genre. Examples include a paragraph index, or numeric references to the individual news articles. Lastly, a three-digit, zeropadded number is used for uniquely identifying each utterance. For example, z0001 001 is the first utterance in the phonetic coverage genre. Other than the use of z for phonetic coverage, no other genres are predefined.
New speakers
Collecting audio from a new speaker using an existing recording script is, by design, a simple process. The requirements are that separate audio files must be created for each utterance in the recording script with file names matched to the fileid property. It is not required that the entire recording script be used. Instead, it is suggest that users start at the top and work down to maximise phonetic coverage (if the tool in Section 3.3 was used). MaryTTS [5] provides RedStart which can be used for recording.
Ideally audio is captured in a recording studio or anechoic chamber, however, a quiet room with soft furniture to reduce reverberation could suffice. It is also important to record at the highest possible quality allowed by the microphone. Finally, the recording software and microphone should have any compression disabled.
Each speaker is assigned a three letter informant code. Each audio file should have the informant code, followed by an underscore and the fileid. For example, if the speaker is abw file names should be of the form abw z0001 001.wav.
Once the recording is complete the audio is simply uploaded to the Internet Archive 2 in a zip file and the url and speaker information are added to the git repository. A copy of the script is placed with the speaker in case the script changes, or there are fixes to the pronunciation, as described below.
Pronunciation issues can be fixed in one of two ways. If a single word has been mispronounced, it can be corrected in the speaker-specific script using the lex XML tag. For exam-ple if in the US English phrase But there are some bright spots the speaker had dropped the final t sound in 'bright' it could be fixed with <lex phon="b r ay1">bright</lex> Note that such solutions may not be practically applied for more idiolectal pronunciation variations, in which cases one should create a copy of the lexicon for the speaker and replace the word there. In either case the new pronunciation(s) should subsequently be uploaded to the repository.
If the language resources are available in Idlak, and the README file has been updated in LADs, then a Idlak-Tangle TTS model can be trained using by using the existing LADs example. All that should be needed is specifying the new speaker code along with the language and accent. For a single speaker at least 400 utterances should be recorded (depending on the phonetic complexity of the language) for training a Tangle voice.
Tools
To assist in the collection of new data we have created some tools that have been released alongside the dataset. These tools are currently focused on generating resources for new languages rather than collecting audio for, and improving existing languages, which will be the focus of some future work. All the tools are written in Python 3.
The first tool parses Wiktionary for the given language and generates a lexicon. As the format is not uniform across languages the tool has been designed to be easily extended to new languages. The tool outputs a lexicon in the Idlak format where the pronunciations are written using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA).
The second tool converts lexicon entries that have IPA pronunciations to Idlak phonesets. This is done with a specified mapping. The tool converts the longest possible IPA strings to the phones from the phoneset. An example mapping is:
<map pron="ax" ipa="aU"/> Which would take precedence over <map pron="a" ipa="a"/> because the IPA string is longer. It should be noted that multiple phonemes can be in the pron. To help with the mapping, a companion tool may be used for creating a default mapping from the Idlak phonesets.
The final tool uses the pronunciation lexicon and selected text corpora to create a recording script. Pronunciations are generated for every word in the text corpora, either using the lexicon or through LTS models trained on the lexicon. The LTS system is part of the Idlak front-end and must be compiled separately. The generated recording script maximises phoneto-phone co-articulation coverage. To assist in developing text corpora there is a small utility for downloading articles from Wikipedia in the desired language, however any text source in the appropriate format could be used.
Future work
At this point we have assembled all of the necessary tools to enable experts to create new languages, accents, and record new speakers. The next step is to create a set of user-friendly interfaces for engaging community members in contributing to the dataset generation effort, which largely includes recording new audio and improving lexicon entries.
One of the most difficult parts of collecting data of this type is ensuring that volunteers understand the risks of having their audio uploaded into the public domain. We will provide a suggested information sheet and informed consent process to help facilitate a communication process that complies with ethical standards [21] .
A key challenge for the Living Audio Dataset is to build in a system for provenance. If a word is corrected how confident can we be that the correction is valid? If extra words are added to Wiktionary, will these be better than pronunciations we may have generated by algorithm or using legacy resources? If we can determine provenance we can also use this information to make crowd building more effective, e.g. asking the community to improve the pronunciation of low-confidence entries. Ideally trusted crowd-built resources in LADs may then be automatically fed back into other resources such as Wiktionary.
Obtaining the dataset
The audio, recording scripts, and corpus tools are available from GitHub via the following link: https://github.com/Idlak/Living-Audio-Dataset
It should be noted that the actual audio data is hosted on the Internet Archive 2 . The GitHub repository contains direct links to zipped versions of the audio at their original recording rate and not the audio itself, so cloning the repository does not require much space.
As the pronunciation lexicons are intended for use with Idlak Tangle and are written using the Idlak phonesets, these are hosted on Idlak:
https://github.com/Idlak/idlak Unless otherwise noted in the repository, everything is considered in the the public domain.
Conclusion
The Living Audio Dataset not only provides new multilingual data for the speech research community, but also a platform for expansion. By following the processes highlighted in this paper the data follows a uniform format, making it easier to use these resources yo create new TTS voices. One has simply to add the resources to the dataset to be able to train a new voice with Idlak Tangle.
Language is a key facet in the identity of a geographic community. Having access to Information and Communications Technologies (ICTs) that enable communication in one's native language or dialect is a fundamental step in addressing the technology gap that currently divides dominant and minority language speakers. With the possibility for rapid results minority language speakers can enjoy the the sense of ownership that comes with crowd building commons-based assets that can help level the playing field in terms of access to ICTs, and thus opportunities. We hope that this, in turn, will encourage more people to donate their voices to help keep their language or dialect alive.
Implicit in the design of this resource and platform is the fact that the data will gradually change over time to reflect changes in contemporary use. Language is not static and nor should our resources be. 
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